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Fun At The Beach 
From Your Bedroom
The Wall Street Journal wanted a 
fun activity for WSJ Tech Live 
2020 that would bring people 
together. I built this environment 
as a nod to Laguna, where the 
event usually is held, and threw a 
3D reception using Mozilla Hubs 
for 30 VIP guests.

WSJ Tech Live Beach Party Video
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https://www.linkedin.com/posts/rogerpkenny_welcome-to-the-first-ever-wsjtechlive-virtual-activity-6724393220534538240-kuMY/


Magic Leap Stock 
Market Visualization
This concept takes a new look 
at market data on Magic Leap. 
Stocks hang in the air as orbs. 
Performance and volume are 
laid out spatially. Watch the 
orbs dance over a timelapse of 
the day’s ups and downs.

Tweet with video

Blog I wrote about it
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https://twitter.com/RogerWallstreet/status/1131537024140435456
https://medium.com/dowjones/introducing-the-wall-street-journal-stock-market-on-magic-leap-a31bc7fb4017


A New Way To 
Visualize The Drama
WSJ Market data AR launched 
on Android and iOS. Shows live 
view of every stock in the market 
above $1Bn market cap. 
Published to coincide with 
launch of ARKit on iOS and 
ARCore on Android.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBucOugb3JU
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So Real You Can 
Almost Taste It
The Wall Street Journal wanted 
an augmented reality Scarr’s 
pizza for their review. I worked 
with the WSJ photographer to 
shoot for photogrammetry, 
prepared the 3D model, and 
worked with editorial to publish 
the file to the WSJ app.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/pizza-quest-a-cross-c
ountry-guide-to-the-best-pies-11564084242
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Snap to Share 
Wall Street Journal 
Prototype
Scan a headline with your phone 
camera and instantly get the 
digital version of that article. 
With that users can share the 
article, read the latest updates, 
follow the authors or other 
benefits of digital. This prototype 
also scans company logos and 
searches for relevant articles.
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See that Rolex on 
your arm in AR
This Rolex try-on prototype 
came from our Dow Jones Ad 
Tech hackathon. The user 
position their wrist under the 
watch and freeze the watch in 
space so that it appears as if the 
user is wearing it.

https://youtu.be/P6M-7BuHvKg
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Ride the Market in 
Virtual Reality
I created the Wall Street Journal’s 
first virtual reality experience, a 
first-person interactive tour of the 
Nasdaq index. Feel the dot-com 
bubble burst in your gut as you 
descend down the index while riding 
on top of it like a roller coaster. 

http://graphics.wsj.com/3d-nasdaq/
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Can the paper 
become more?
This is a fun prototype built on 
Magic Leap that automatically 
recognizes the front page, 
displays a haloed stock and 
headline ticker glued above it, 
and calls up digital content 
when print articles are 
interacted with.

https://twitter.com/RogerWallstreet/status/10684880
90984095744
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Thank you!

I am an accomplished leader in tech, design, and media with a career that spans 20+ years 
of successful innovation for some of the most recognized brands in the world including The 
Wall Street Journal, Dow Jones, and BusinessWeek Magazine. I have managed high-profile 
partnerships, product and platform launches. I bring creativity, curiosity, and practical 
knowledge that covers apps, web, voice, machine learning, advertising, social media, events, 
print, animation, video, podcasts, data visualization, and mixed reality where I am a 
recognized thought-leader. Ask me how I can help your team not just succeed but kill it.

ROGER KENNY  ROGER@ROGERKENNY.COM @ROGERWALLSTREET 


